
Girton Green Fingers 

Writing this in the second week of March it is difficult to predict what state our gardens will 

be in by April this year. Our wet, windy, but generally mild winter has resulted in some very 

early displays of flowers and blossom which we would usually not expect to see until next 

month. Daffodils, aubrieta, and small bright bulbs like chinodoxa, Scilla, iris reticulata and 

anemone blanda have been flowering for several weeks already, and Daphnes, camellias, 

forsythia, skimmias, magnolias and some flowering cherries are in full bloom in many 

gardens. 

The mature magnolias which are a feature of the front gardens on the odd numbered side of 

Thornton Road (Girton Road end) are already starting to flower and are looking magnificent. 

I always think that there must have been a very persuasive magnolia salesman in the just pre 

and post war years when the Thornton Road houses were built, as there are so many lovely 

mature specimens there now, seventy plus years later! (It is said that if you want an 

impressive magnolia your grandfather should have planted it,- although you can get quicker 

results with the smaller, bushy Stellata types.) 

However all this early growth may cause some problems if we have extreme winds or sudden 

frosts in late March or early April. Pieris, magnolia blossom and camellias are particularly 

susceptible to browning from frost and wind, and fruit trees such as apples, pears and 

peaches can lose an entire crop if the flowers are frosted. Horticultural fleece thrown loosely 

over the plant can avoid some of the damage, but this is quite difficult with mature shrubs 

and trees. 

Magnolias, flowering cherries, forsythia and flowering currants (ribes) are all examples of 

Spring plants which were immensely popular in the nineteen forties to sixties, and they are a 

reminder that gardening has always been subject to fashions. The current interest in the 

subtleties of different snowdrop varieties, with the consequence that some bulbs now cost 

£100 plus, has echoes of the 17th century tulip mania, and nowadays plant fashions can 

change from year to year like their clothing equivalents. Some trends are fuelled by the 

displays at the Chelsea and Hampton Court Flower Shows – alliums, tangerine geums, 

camassias and lupins are all recent examples – and some result from the promotional efforts 

of producers like Sarah Raven or plant breeders like David Austen, Peter Beales (roses) and 

Raymond Evison (clematis). 

At present plants like hydrangeas, gladioli, paeonies, chrysanthemums and dahlias are all 

experiencing a huge revival in popularity, partly because they look spectacular in 

effervescent flower arrangements, but mainly because our milder winters mean that they can 

be left in the ground over winter with much less likelihood than in the past of them being 

killed by frost. Traditionally these were seen as fussy, labour intensive plants, as they had to 

be taken up in the autumn and stored in a cool frost free place for replanting in late spring. 

Nowadays a deep mulch or covering of straw in the garden will often enable them to survive. 

Now is the time to be planting all these varieties and the range in garden centres expands 

every year, so we can now all be ‘fashionable gardeners’ with relatively little effort! 
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